Wall Bracket Instruction Sheet for
Control 1 Pro and CSS-1S/T

To mount a Control 1Pro or CSS-1S/T follow these instructions:

A. Screw the metal rod/ball assembly (1) into the threaded insert (2) on the back of the cabinet (8) until it is seated against the bottom of the insert.

B. Next, tighten the “knurled” nut (3) with a small wrench until it is seated against the back of the cabinet. Tighten the nut until it has “locked” the rod/ball assembly (1) to the cabinet. Note: the nut may leave marks on the back of the cabinet where the attachment is made however, the flange of the nut will cover these marks.

C. Mount the wall bracket plate (4) onto a flat sturdy surface using the appropriate mounting hardware for the surface. A safety cable (5) (not included) may be attached to the wall bracket via its eyelet (6) at one of the two lower screw mounting points or to a secondary point off the mounting plate.

D. Next, slip the large molded nut (7) over the ball on the metal rod/ball assembly (1).

E. Holding the cabinet (8) with both hands, insert the ball on the metal rod/ball assembly (1) into the cup of the wall plate (4).

F. Orient the speaker into the desired position and hand tighten the molded nut (7). Once the orientation is finalized, use the metal bar (9) in one of the holes on the molded nut (7) to securely tighten.

**NOTE:** Over tightening can damage the nut. Tighten using the supplied bar and hand-force only. Use of additional tools such as pliers to tighten the nut will void the warranty.

**IMPORTANT:** Do NOT re-position (re-aim) the speaker when the molded nut (7) is tightened. Doing so could damage or break the bracket assembly. Instead, loosen the nut (7), then do the re-positioning (re-aiming) of the speaker, and then re-tighten the nut (7) again per instructions above.

G. Clip the safety cable to the cabinet’s safety bar (10) on the back of the cabinet.

**CAUTION:** Unsafe mounting or overhead suspension can result in serious injury and equipment damage. Mounting of speakers should be done by qualified persons in accordance with all applicable local safety and construction standards.
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